Coalition of Minorities Advisory Committee
Meeting Minutes
August 28, 2014
A regular meeting of the Coalition of Minorities Advisory Committee was held August 28, 2014 at the Utah State
Office of Education, 250 East 500 South, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Chair Freddie Cooper conducted.
CMAC Members Present:
Chair Freddie Cooper
Past Chair Ike Spencer
Chair-elect Roderic Land
Member Hiram Alba
Member Analis Carattini Ruiz
Member Jeanie Groves

Member Hema Katoa
Member Charlene Lui
Refugee Services Rep. Tino S. Nyawelo
Member Edie Park
Member Nephi Prime
Member Ze Min Xiao

CMAC Members Excused:
Member Clayton Long
Member Aida Santos Mattingly

Member Ken Sekaquaptewa
Member Jean Tokuda Irwin

State Board Members Present:
Kim Burningham
Staff Present:
Interim Deputy Superintendent Sydnee Dickson
Richard Gomez, Ed. Equity Coordinator
Jennifer Slade, Sec. 504 Ed. Specialist
Chuck Foster, Title VI Specialist

Rita Brock, At-Risk Ed. Specialist
Roxana Orellana, Social Media Specialist
Amanda Charlesworth, Ed. Equity Program Specialist

Others Present:
Ingrid Andromidas, Ed. Equity Alpine School
District
Opening Business:
Chair Cooper called the meeting to order at 12:00 p.m.
Chair Cooper welcomed Ms. Sydnee Dickson, who has been appointed as the Interim Deputy Superintendent of
USOE. Ms. Dickson introduced herself to the committee members and expressed her gratitude for the opportunity
to participate on the committee. Ms. Dickson recognizes the support that CMAC provides to the USOE, and she
personally feels that CMAC plays a vital role in policies, etc. across the state. Ms. Dickson explained that she started
as an elementary teacher, moved into school counseling, and then became and administrator. While she was an
educator in the Granite School District, she helped start a home visit program, visiting the home of every incoming
10th grader. Ms. Dickson then spent time in the Davis School District as an elementary administrator. She moved to
the Granite School District offices, where she focused on meeting all students’ needs. Afterward she moved to the
USOE, where she started as the licensing director. Ms. Dickson recognizes that no one can take Brenda Hales’ place,
but she is happy to help support the students and educators of Utah, and again thanked the CMAC members for
their service.
Member Analis Ruiz shared a video for the Cultural Reverence—“Address and Change Teaching Approaches as
Needed for Students.”
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August 28, 2014 Agenda
Item #1: Approval of June 26, 2014 Meeting Minutes
 1st— Member Analis Ruiz
 2nd— Member Hiram Alba
 Motion passed, minutes accepted.
Item #2: FY2015 Board Budget Priorities—Kim Burningham
Board Member Kim Burningham started by sharing that it is a bit difficult to share where the Board’s funding
priorities are at this time. Board Member Burningham reviewed the current list of Board Budget Priorities. He
noted that under “additional requests,” there are two line items for CMAC. He reminded the CMAC members that
this list was only a draft, prepared under the leadership of Superintendent Menlove and Deputy Superintendent
Hales, and should be considered no more than a draft. He then explained that the Board members went through an
exercise and identified nine (9) key funding priorities; the CMAC items are not part of those nine priorities. If CMAC
is interested in this item, he believes CMAC members need to speak as often and as frequently as possible to let
Board members, USOE Admin, etc. know that they support this funding request. Board Member Burningham
suggested that CMAC may want to make a motion regarding the funding requests. He added that because the Board
membership is in flux, he is not sure what direction this action will take.
Member Nephi Prime asked where the amount of funding listed on the draft came from. Board Member
Burningham explained that it was the result of a process with staff and USOE leadership. Ms. Dickson added that
the priorities may shift depending on what funding is approved. Ms. Dickson continued by explaining the budgets
go through two, three, or more drafts before a final budget is established. Member Prime added that he was more
interested in how the amount for the two CMAC line items was decided. His thought process is that CMAC would
need to prepare a budget with details to be proposed to the Board, vs. just asking for funding. Member Charlene Lui
shared the history of the MESA funding restoration action CMAC has already taken, including a memo from CMAC
to the State Board. Member Lui made a motion to send a new letter to the Board, relative to the budget items from
CMACs perspective.
Board Member Burningham believes the $10,000,000 amount is just an estimate and a placeholder to help the
Board be aware that it was a significant amount of money. Ms. Dickson agreed that it was a placeholder type of
item.
Richard Gomez reminded the group that all the elements of these funding requests, as well as the previous letter,
are available for review in the past CMAC minutes.
Past Chair Ike Spencer feels that some of this may have come from original MESA restoration request that was
made several years ago. Member Lui reviewed the letter that was submitted in August 2011. Her concern is that
the funding should go for the all the original programs that the August 2011 cited. Board Member Burningham
asked for clarification. Did the original memo include MESA restoration, Highly Impacted funding, and English
language learners/Family Literacy Centers? Member Lui indicated that yes, they were all listed in the memo,
because they had been lumped together into one line item. Member Hiram Alba asked whether CMAC now needs to
amend the current motion to include these other items. Member Alba asked whether CMAC is supporting the line
item as MESA restoration or for all of the programs.
Amended motion: To include the Family Literacy Centers, MESA, and Highly Impacted.
Motion passed unanimously.
Chair Cooper then asked for a small group to work together and finalize a new letter.
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CMAC Volunteers:
 Member Charlene Lui
 Chair-elect Roderic Land
 Member Edie Park
 Past Chair Ike Spencer
Item #3: CMAC Structure Working Committee Report—Charlene Lui, Committee Chair, and Edie Park,
Committee Co-chair
Member Lui gave an overview of how the committee came to their recommendations. Member Lui will send
Amanda Charlesworth the recommendations from the working group, so that she can forward it to all CMAC
members. Chair Cooper asked if there are comments about this issue. Board Member Burningham suggested the
CMAC members be proactive and invite individuals from groups who should be represented. That would show that
not only do the CMAC Bylaws give this ability, but that CMAC is actually doing it.
Past Chair Spencer asked whether CMAC needs to create a mechanism for invitations, to make sure other groups
do not feel uninvited. Member Lui agreed that it makes sense to have a mechanism for invitations. The question
then arose: What issues, at what levels, indicates that a group needs representation? Member Lui continued by
mentioning groups such as the unrepresented children coming to Utah now. When does CMAC invite individuals to
participate? Member Ruiz feels that invitation could be based on the agenda items and what is being discussed at
each CMAC meeting.
Past Chair Spencer gave examples of when certain events are happening; there should be a mechanism for who to
contract and how to participate. This information should be included on the CMAC website, monthly agendas, and
brochures. Member Alba worries that the website is a passive approach. He feels that CMAC needs to do more
marketing and be more proactive in approaching necessary groups. Member Lui suggested that the approach could
be fluid and based upon the needs of the time. Past Chair Spencer asked when we know to approach, and how to
ensure that others are not “under-approached.” Dealing with concerns brought to CMAC is like CMAC picking and
choosing; he worries that could engender a negative feeling.
Member Ruiz feels that invitations should be approached both ways—planning agenda items indicating who
should be invited, as well as putting items in the CMAC website and brochure. Member Ze Min Xiao agrees that
CMAC needs to market CMAC meetings. She feels that CMAC members have to do a better job of advertising CMAC
to communities first. Chair Cooper asked the CMAC members to be thinking of how to address this issue. List
priorities and report them to Chair Cooper or the working committee members.
Past Chair Spencer added that CMAC needs to ensure the committee doesn’t get too large. He suggested having a
registration process for groups to participate on the Agendas and at meetings.
Member Jeanie Groves asked about the Utah Multicultural Commission. Does that committee have the same
representation of diverse groups that CMAC does? Member Xiao indicated that they do have the same
representation. Member Xiao also indicated that she is a member of that group as well, and she can relay the
information to that group from CMAC. She added that the difference with the Multicultural Commission is that the
Commission members are administrators and policymakers.
Member Edie Park explained that the working group has discussed becoming more visible in the community—
having CMAC members attend events to invite others to CMAC meetings, etc. The working group originally
suggested a multipronged approach.
Member Lui explained that it was suggested that community members participate in CMAC meetings. Her hope is
that it will help lead to more CMAC nominees. Member Lui added that a second idea was to go out and host town
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hall meetings to generate ideas from the communities and discuss what ideas need to be brought to the forefront of
education.
Member Alba asked whether CMAC could invite some of these groups to offer the Cultural Reverence, then have
them stay to listen to the meeting. Let them participate and learn more about CMAC. Past Chair Spencer agreed
with this idea and indicated that the State Board blocks out a period of time for public comment at each monthly
meeting. He suggested that may be an approach that CMAC could take to involve more groups and help them get
onto the CMAC agenda. Chair-elect Roderic Land is hearing that CMAC needs to do marketing outreach. He also
feels that CMAC needs to use the Educational Equity offices at the district level more. We need to contact those
offices, and CMAC could invite individuals to participate and share the information with their communities. This
would help to establish contacts between the groups and market CMAC at the same time. CMAC has to take the first
step. Chair-elect Land agrees with this approach. Member Hema Katoa reminded the group that not every LEA has
an Educational Equity office. The group discussed some of the LEAs who have Educational Equity offices, as well as
other LEA contacts that could be better utilized.
Richard Gomez commented that he was never happier with CMAC than when it hosted the town hall meetings. The
caution he gives is that CMAC now needs to develop a protocol to maintain order and the agenda. Mr. Gomez feels
there needs to be a compromise to ensure CMAC does not get too large to maintain its integrity. He suggested
listing the recommendations and prioritizing them.
Chair Cooper agrees, and from her notes she hears that CMAC needs to be more proactive, start marketing, work
with the Multicultural Commission, host town hall/cottage meetings in open forums, invite groups to offer the
Cultural Reverence at CMAC meetings, and work with other groups to participate in the CMAC meetings.
Ms. Dickson discussed parent representatives at the legislature and that process. The current lists do not
appropriately represent the populations of Utah. She mentioned that when policy is being crafted, or the
Governor’s task forces, etc. created, she does not see a lot of ethnicity at those tables. Ms. Dickson feels that we
could better represent these voices, to better represent the communities. Ms. Dickson asked the group, how we
could go about formulating education policy, etc., and what might such a role look like, so that when policy is
crafted it is not an afterthought.
Past Chair Spencer discussed the benchmark test meeting that was held recently. A group was asked to go through
the new test questions. Past Chair Spencer added that the members of this group actually apologized to him that no
members of this key group were ethnic. The disenfranchisement goes from policymakers down to students. He also
talked about student access vs. ability.
Member Xiao mentioned that, being a member of both the Multicultural Commission and CMAC, she sees the
importance of each committee. She would love to begin a discussion at the leadership level about how to
collaborate. The other recommendation she has is to invite Claudia Nakano, to make her aware of the issues CMAC
is addressing. Member Xiao could share the CMAC discussions with the Multicultural Commission, but she feels the
director participating in CMAC meetings would be more productive. Member Groves shared the history of the
Native American representative on the Multicultural Commission, the controversy that surrounded the
appointments, and the fact that she isn’t even aware of whom that representative is as this time. Member Lui
reminded the group that when the office changed to the Multicultural Commission, CMAC had Claudia present at a
CMAC meeting, and that invitation is always open. Member Xiao will reach out to the Multicultural Commission and
encourage someone from the office to participate in the CMAC meetings. She feels that the Chair of CMAC or
leadership should participate in the Multicultural Commission meetings as well. Member Lui also explained that
Brenda Hales and Bev Uipi were co-chairs of the Education Subcommittee of the Multicultural Commission. Once
the legislative session started, that subcommittee was not able to meet often. Chair-elect Land, a previous
Multicultural Commission Member, feels that the Multicultural Commission lacked direction and a commitment.
Member Lui felt that in the past Brenda Hales had been able to relay the information to the Multicultural
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Commission and help to line up budgets, etc. Ms. Dickson asked whether that was done at meetings. Member Lui
indicated that yes, Brenda Hales would relay the info between the groups.
Chair Cooper asked the Structure Committee to make a priority list and report back to CMAC at the September 25,
2014 CMAC meeting.
Member Nephi Prime asked about the protocol for the CMAC open houses. What protocols were used? Member Lui
explained that the biggest challenge was to get the word out to the communities about the meeting. The meetings
were moderated, there was a set agenda, and there were norms set for the meetings. One of the biggest discussions
at that time was the end size for AYP.
Member Xiao asked whether CMAC needs to wait to extend an invitation to Claudia Nakano, or whether it can be
acted upon immediately. The CMAC leadership agreed to act immediately; this is an action item to be addressed
before the September CMAC meeting.
Chair-elect Land added that another action item CMAC needs to discuss is when and where the town hall meetings
might be held. CMAC needs a committee to organize town hall meetings. If we want to reach out and market CMAC,
we must actually go out there. Chair-elect Land feels that now would be an ideal time, with school just starting.
This would be an opportunity to provide useful information about students’ rights, expectations, etc.
Member Lui suggested working with Chuck Foster, USOE Title VII Indian Education Specialist, and the parent
committees to discuss ways to disseminate the information. Dr. Foster agreed that would be a good approach. The
first meeting of the parent group will be in September.
Member Lui also suggested that CMAC focus on some of the charter schools, or other schools, to advertise. She then
asked, what the goal of these meetings is, and what kinds of questions will be asked. Member Ruiz suggested that
perhaps CMAC should do a needs assessment within the members’ communities, which would give data on what is
needed.
Chair Cooper steered the conversation to the update of the CMAC Executive Committee, which was listed on the
agenda. She wonders if the CMAC Executive Committee could take on this task and plan the meetings. Member Lui
agreed that it would be a good way to start. Chair Cooper closed the discussion by announcing that the CMAC
Executive Committee will meet at the end of today’s meeting to discuss this issue.
Item #4: Standing Agenda Item—Working Committee Reports—Freddie Cooper
Chair Cooper read an e-mailed report from Jean Irwin. Member Irwin participated in the Counseling Specialist
interviews recently. Richard Gomez explained to the CMAC Members that this is a new position at the USOE, and
added that this new specialist will be introduced at the October CMAC meeting. Mr. Gomez went on to say that he
has taken on the responsibility to ensure that USOE leadership and hiring administrator use at least one (1) of the
CMAC interview questions as part of the USOE interview process for specialist and above. He commended Lillian
Tsosie-Jensen for using two of those questions as part of this interview process. Chair Cooper asked whether the
USOE could send the questions prior to the interviews. Mr. Gomez explained that the questions are held until the
interviews are conducted to prevent any “leak issues.”
Member Lui asked if it was possible to have Amanda Charlesworth work with Chair Cooper to list the standing
working CMAC committees on the back of each monthly agenda. Chair Cooper and Richard Gomez agreed that
listing the committees on the agendas is a good idea. Mr. Gomez will help Chair Cooper and Ms. Charlesworth
prepare that information.
Member Jeanie Groves asked whether a new Suicide Prevention Specialist had been hired. Mr. Gomez explained
that he did not have information available to share. He will work on clarification and adding an agenda item to a
future CMAC meeting to introduce that person.
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Chair-elect Land reported for the Annie E. Casey data CMAC working committee that that group is still collecting
information to share with CMAC. They will have a full report once the information is complied.
Item #5: Chair Report—Freddie Cooper
Member Xiao announced that the third annual Multicultural Youth Leadership summit will take place October 29
from 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. at the Salt Palace. She encouraged all to start registering now, as the conference hits
capacity quickly. Member Xiao encouraged CMAC to help with the planning of this conference in the future. Past
Chair Spencer indicated that the starting time may be an issue for some of the LEAs, because buses will be doing
normal morning routes at that time. Member Xiao explained that the conference is anticipating as many as 600
people. Member Xiao added that the registration is set up so that a certain number of tickets will been given to
educators, students, and community leaders. If there are suggestions on how to plan and prepare for this
conference, she would be happy to take that information back, and she asked the other CMAC members to please
share those ideas. Member Katoa asked whether the agenda was available. Member Xiao explained that the agenda
is available, and the conference is bringing in an out-of-state speaker to talk about bullying. She will make sure
CMAC gets the agenda and necessary information. Member Lui shared a comment—the feedback she received was
that the students felt talked down to, and that the committee needs to make sure that the speakers aren’t talking
down to the students. Member Nephi Prime added that prior to the conference, the students need to be built up,
empowered, and taught leadership skills, ideals, etc. Member Xiao explained that the committee is still in the
planning stages. She will reach out to CMAC members to inform and involve as needed. Member Xiao will also set
up a meeting with Claudia Nakano to discuss these issues.
Chair Cooper then asked the committee to review the Chronic Absenteeism Conference handout. Jennifer Slade
gave a brief overview of the conference. The main purpose of this conference will be to break into small groups and
discuss specific questions on which to give feedback. There will be legislators, superintendents, students, and
community members to have these discussion and give feedback on how to address the issues.
CMAC Volunteers:
 Member Edie Park
 Past Chair Ike Spencer
 Member Nephi Prime
 Chair Freddie Cooper
o Members Analis Ruiz, Charlene Lui and Hema Katoa are registered to participate as LEA
representatives.
Chair Cooper moved on to discuss the Superintendent Search Committee. Board Member Burningham clarified that
Chair Cooper is on that committee as a CMAC representative.
Chair Copper then moved to discussing the meeting dates for the PAC committee. Mr. Gomez explained that
Member Ruiz was originally asked to be on this committee. Inadvertently the CMAC membership was dropped
from PAC. He has been working with the new Assessment Director to get the CMAC representatives added back to
the committee. He wonders whether CMAC should have a voice at the level of both the stakeholders and the PAC.
These are both prior to the Bias and Sensitivity reviews. Member Ruiz explained that one of the conflicts is that the
PAC meetings are the same date and time as CMAC meetings. That never changed, even after Member Ruiz called
this issue to the attention of USOE staff. Mr. Gomez suggested that CMAC might want representation at both levels.
However, that means there will be a CMAC member missing from the CMAC meeting each month. He asked the
group whether they considered it important to be on the new stakeholders’ committee. Chair Cooper feels that
CMAC really does want CMAC representation at both levels. Member Ruiz agreed to continue as the CMAC
representative for the PAC committee.
Chair Cooper returned to the discussion of the updated CMAC Executive Committee. Chair Cooper asked if there
are questions or confusion about the CMAC Executive Committee. She then explained that the issue at this time is
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that the CMAC Bylaws ask for only three (3) representatives and the CMAC leadership. However, due to the current
makeup of the CMAC leadership (which is a onetime fluke), all African American representatives are a part of the
Executive Committee. Member Lui suggested that Chair Cooper suspend that portion of the Bylaws. Chair Cooper
agreed that that was the plan of action.
Chair Cooper then mentioned that Member Ken Sekaquaptewa might be ending his term on CMAC because he is
now teaching a course at the same time the CMAC meetings take place. She wondered whether it is necessary to
replace Member Sekaquaptewa as an alternate on the Executive Committee. All were in agreement that it was not
necessary to replace him. Chair Cooper then asked if there are there enough American Indian nominees in the
current CMAC pool of nominees. Chair-elect Land feels it is smart to replace Member Sekaquaptewa, even if only
for the four months that would complete that term. It would give someone else a chance to be introduced to CMAC
and for a decision to be made about whether to put his/her name back into the pool. Member Groves volunteered
to fill in for Member Sekaquaptewa on the Executive Committee as needed.
Chair Cooper called for a motion to adjourn.
Motion to Adjourn:
1st— Member Roderic Land
2nd— Member Hema Katoa
Adjourned at 1:49 p.m.
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